Crop Loss & Food Insecurity
in the Communities of the Telica Volcano Complex
Emergency Appeal

Summary
Beginning 10 October, Tropical Depression 12E brought northwestern Nicaragua sustained rainfall for approximately 10
days. The United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs reported that the rains caused “flooding
and landslides, damages to people, property, vital infrastructure, agriculture crops and environment.”1 On 17 October,
President Daniel Ortega declared a state of National Calamity and Disaster.
Three of communities that reside on the slopes of the Telica Volcano Complex, in the
municipality of Telica and the department of León, were fortunately unaffected by
landslides or flooding. However, after an initial assessment, the estimates of bean crop
loss are extremely high – over 70% – compared 20% in Nicaragua as a whole.2 Department
specific assessments have yet to be released, and will certainly show higher losses in
the rain affected areas, however the losses for the communities on the Telica Volcano
Complex are exceptionally high.
Most of the loss throughout the country can be attributed to flooding, fungus, rot, and
wind damage. However, the communities on the slopes of the Telica Volcano Complex
may have experienced exceptionally high losses because the rain falling near the crater
ónhad been acidified by the volcanic gases. During the rains there was a change in wind
direction from south east to due west. Whereas a southeasterly wind typically blows
the volcanic gases away from the communities and towards the coast, this westerly wind
blew the gases directly over the communities. It appears that the gases and rains mixed,
creating acid rain that fell steadily on the communities’ crops for 10 days.

Impact
Bean and corn farmers typically grow two cycles of beans, planting
in May to harvest in August and again in September to harvest in
November. Many of the farmers from these communities had a
good first harvest, which they sold. They took out additional loans
to invest in a second, larger planting. Since the second planting
was almost completely lost, many families are heavily indebted
and without a store of beans to sustain them through the next 8
months until next August’s harvest. Some families are already
facing food insecurity, needing to sell off cattle or other forms of
savings to buy beans. It is likely that many men will need to leave
their families during the summer months to seek employment.
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Community

Population

Families

Children

120

27

47

50

9

24

Agua Fría

256

68

94

Total

426

104

165

El Ojochal del Listón
El Ñajo

Solutions and Financing

Nuevas Esperanzas Team
Who We Are

Nuevas Esperanzas serves poor communities in Nicaragua
through projects which provide practical and technical
assistance in support of long-term sustainable development.
We work in a number of sectors including agriculture, water,
the environment, health, housing and education, following
a model of holistic, transformational development. We aim
to integrate innovation and technical excellence with good
practice in development, always mindful of the complex web
of economic, environmental, and social issues which conspire
against those living in poverty.

Our Agronomist and Agricultural Extensionist

The Nuevas Esperanzas team member primarily responsible
for the implementation of the Family Gardens program is
Enrique Bolaños.
Enrique is an agricultural engineer with a Masters degree from
the Ukraine and further training in business administration,
project design and evaluation, logical frameworks, community
participation and emergency response. Since 1989 he
has worked for various NGOs, including 6 years with CARE
Nicaragua, producing two publications, he coordinated a team
evaluating sustainable agriculture projects for AJWS (American
Jewish World Service).

Contact Information:
Andrew Longley

Apartado #400		
León, Nicaragua
Tel: +505 2311 6057
director@nuevasesperanzas.org

The potentials solutions the Nuevas Esperanzas might
pursue depend on the amount and timing of funds
received in response to this emergency appeal. The
solutions which the government and United Nations
Agencies are currently recommending in their Flash
Appeal are a combination of direct food aid along with
donations of seeds and assistance in planting crops for
subsistence. Distribution of food aid is incredibly costly
and time intensive. Nuevas Esperanzas is not considering
food aid but is working to advocate for a portion of the
government managed food aid to be allocated to these
communities. However, Nuevas Esperanzas is in a
position to help families replant if financing is received
soon. A family gardens project had previously been
planned to start 14 November in one of the affected
communities. Nuevas Esperanzas would like to expand
this gardens project to as many families as possible,
providing seeds and technical assistance. One strength
of Nuevas Esperanzas’ Family Gardens program to date
is that it has focused on the empowerment of women
to contribute to household production. This may turn
out to be essential if wives are left to provide for their
families while their husbands leave the community to
look for work elsewhere.

